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19. Failing to use the Responder’s
Support Line

When you have a fit with your
opening partner, you can show the
strength of your responding hand
according to this Responder’s
Support Line.
-----5 6------9 10------12 13-----   Pts
Pass    Two      Three     Four   Bid

Showing your strength at the
same time as showing your fit
enables opener to gauge whether
the combined values for game (or
possibly slam) are present.

Partner opens 1♠. What would
you respond with these hands?

With the first, bid 2♠, showing
6-9 points. Note, you may have
only three spades to support at the
level of Two. However, immediate
support at higher levels guarantees
four or more cards.

With the second, jump to 3♠,
showing 10-12 points, inviting
game. [Incidentally, for Losing
Trick Count fans, do not use the
LTC with a balanced hand as here;
use points.]

With the third, jump to 4♠

(game) because you have 13 or
more points. [Alternatively, bid the
Jacoby 2NT convention.]

What Happened
Game was missed, the quiet 2♠

making plus three — like this...
What Should Have Happened

You win West’s normal (but
favourable) ♣Q lead with ♣K and
cash ♠A, preserving the ♠KJ
finesse position. You then lead ♠2
to ♠K; the odds narrowly favour

playing for the “drop” (ie banging
out your higher cards). East’s ♠Q
duly drops and you now run ♥J.
West wins ♥Q and switches to ♦7,
to ♦10, ♦J and ♦A. 

At trick five, you lead ♣6 to ♣10
(knowing West holds ♣J for his ♣Q
lead) and cash ♣A, dumping ♦4.
You lead ♥3 to ♥9, cash ♥A and
concede only a diamond. Eleven
tricks made (ten without ♣Q lead).
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Contract: 2♠, Opening Lead: ♣Q 

Dealer: South, Vulnerability: Neither

N

W E
S

♠KJ84
♥J103
♦Q102
♣A103

1♠ Pass 2♠(1) Pass
Pass(2) Pass

(1) Oops. This bid shows 6-9 pts, not more.
(2) Correct to pass. As the saying goes,
“One, Two, that’ll do.” You need a good
hand to bid on (17 points or an upgrade
because of shape).

What Happened

S W N E

♠A7532
♥A94
♦A84
♣K6

♠Q9
♥K62
♦KJ95
♣8542

♠106
♥Q875
♦763
♣QJ97

What Should Have Happened

S W N E

1♠ Pass 3♠(1) Pass
4♠(2) end

(1) Yes — 10-12 points (and four-card support).
(2) Knowing of the values for game.

Contract: 4♠, Opening Lead: ♣Q

♠KJ52
♥J86
♦J52
♣J53

♠KJ74
♥K84
♦K104
♣1092

♠KJ82
♥A54
♦A62
♣Q86


